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EU Policy and Outreach Partnership in ASEAN Countries (EUPOP

ASEAN) supports the public diplomacy of EU Delegations to Malaysia, the

Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam and ASEAN.

As we come to the end of 2022, the EU’s public diplomacy in the region is accelerating even faster than

ever. We have another tightly packed series of activities to showcase, each of which demonstrates how

the EU’s initiatives have been materialising into clear and tangible outcomes on the ground. 

As we transition into the new year, we convey the season’s greetings to our partner networks in South-

East Asia, and we invite you to stay tuned for all the exciting developments in store on Engage.eu.

FEATURES

ARTS & CULTURE

VIETNAM
EU Ambassador talks football as an
inclusive sport with VTV sports editor 
As the World Cup pushes ahead in Qatar, the EU takes pride in
the sport of football as a European invention and global export
consumed by millions worldwide, including in Vietnam...

EDUCATION, RESEARCH & INNOVATION

ASEAN
EU accelerates SDG action through ‘twin
transition’ to green and digital innovation
with ASEAN 
The EU catalyses partnerships for research and innovation with
ASEAN, towards green and digital transformations that bring...

PHILIPPINES
European Higher Education Fair bridges
over 8 000 Philippine students with
academic opportunities in the EU 
The EU launches its first hybrid fair in the Philippines for students
looking to boost their job prospects through prestigious graduate...

VIETNAM
Study in Europe returns in hybrid format to
attract 5 000 participants across Vietnam 
The EU’s annual event for higher education in Europe launches —
for the first time in Vietnam — both in person and virtually,
drawing record-breaking participation nationwide since the fair’s...

ENVIRONMENT & CLIMATE CHANGE

MALAYSIA
EU and Malaysian change makers express
hopes at the crossroads of COP 27  
Since COP 26, the world has been debating its future charted by
the outcomes of the conference, as local, state and federal
authorities step up their actions in the race against the climate...

MALAYSIA
EU-Malaysia interurban cooperation for
green transition celebrated on World
Habitat Day 
EU puts out YouTube video in conjunction with World Habitat Day
showcasing Malaysia’s steps towards a circular economy for a...

VIETNAM
EU Ambassador talk features sustainable
food with Vietnam’s Chef of the Year 
A fondness for tasty food is not the only thing Europeans and
Vietnamese have in common. With prominent food industries
found in both the EU and Vietnam, the EU Ambassador sits...

VIETNAM
EU-funded solar power provide shift to
clean and affordable energy for Da Nang 
The fifth in a special feature series on the EU-Vietnam
sustainability partnership sheds light on how one EU-funded
project is bringing clean and affordable energy to local...

VIETNAM
EU investments in Vietnam’s green growth
featured on national news 
A special TV coverage on the EU-Vietnam partnership for clean
and sustainable energy brings timely attention to one of Asia’s
fastest growing energy import markets, against the backdrop of...

VIETNAM
Hydroelectricity to be expanded across
Vietnam’s Central Highlands with EU
support in Gia Lai 
From natural resource management to plastic waste reduction,
renewable energy and the circular economy, the EU is helping...

VIETNAM
Vietnam’s strategy for green transition
bolstered by EU commitments of support
in VTV special feature 
As Vietnam seeks to recover its economic growth, it sees a clear
partner in the EU for comprehensive, long-term and...

EU-ASEAN

SINGAPORE
European and ASEAN ambassadors,
citizens hit the road to cycle together for
sustainability in Bike45Ride campaign 
Singapore’s Senior Parliamentary Secretary for sustainability, the
environment and transport flags off the EU-ASEAN Bike45Ride...

HUMAN RIGHTS

THAILAND 
EU fosters human rights dialogue with Thai
youth on World Day Against the Death
Penalty
Demonstrating its commitment towards the universal abolition of
the death penalty, the EU furthers its partnership with the Thai...

THAILAND 
EU-Thai film screenings mark Human
Rights Day through advocacy for the right
to a healthy environment
With the UN’s recent recognition of a clean, healthy and
sustainable environment as a human right, the EU has become...

PHILIPPINES 
Human rights integration in business
practices made a key focus of Human
Rights Day in the Philippines
The EU is taking the international lead in conducting business
with a focus on human rights, while promoting responsible...

INDO-PACIFIC

MALAYSIA
Online course with Malaysia’s diplomatic
institute charts path ahead for EU-ASEAN
cooperation in the Indo-Pacific 
Malaysian and ASEAN senior diplomats and officials convene
online for a three-day diplomacy course, to strengthen...

PHILIPPINES 
Philippine policymakers and stakeholders
discuss cooperation for EU strategy in the
Indo-Pacific 
Over 740 participants convene at a hybrid forum on areas of
mutual interest to the EU and the Philippines, ranging from...

TRADE

PHILIPPINES
EU-Philippine high-level panel strategises
to revitalise trade and investment in post-
pandemic era 
EU and Philippine business leaders convene at a national forum
in Makati, exploring strategies for sustainable growth through...

WHAT'S ON

MALAYSIA
EU-ASEAN Youth Diplomats Programme 
Kuala Lumpur / Online 

Registration Deadline:  8 January 2023  
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DISCLAIMER

This communication was prepared with the financial support of the European

Union. Its content is the sole responsibility of the EUPOP ASEAN project and

does not necessarily reflect the views of the European Union.

Update your preferences or unsubscribe from the Engage.eu Newsletter.
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